Key Stage 1 Home Learning Pick ‘n’ Mix Activities
Over the Easter holidays, you may like to try some of these tasks. We hope you enjoy them!
The Exercise Challenge
As well as joining in
with PE with Joe
every morning at 9am
– how about an extra
challenge to create a
mini assault course in
your garden that
includes 6 different activities to raise your
heart rate and stretch those muscles!
Ready Steady Cook!
Have a go at making some yummy Easter
treats with the BBC Good
Food’s 43 different recipe
ideas for Easter. Choose
from Healthy Bunny
pancakes, Easter browne
Bites, Bunny cupcakes and
Easter biscuits!
Creative Writing
Imagine you have just
walked into your
kitchen to find this
pink octopus in your
sink! Write the story
of how the octopus
came to be here, and
what happens next.

Spot the deliberate mistakes – can you
find them all?
david qwikly threw the football to his freind.
the ball was heding strait for the car window.
david closed his eyes and felt hopefull it was
gowing to miss. Thankfully it did

Oh no George!
Enjoy Chris
Haughton's
brilliant
picture book
about a dog
who is trying
to be good -

Once you have corrected it – can you make it
really, really trying, which is read by Eamon
more interesting to read?
Holmes.
Easter Colouring…
Hit the Button!
Colour in the Easter
Practise Doubling
Bunny that is attached
numbers up to 10
below this page. Make it
and then challenge
the most colourful bunny
yourself with
you can! Visit the Calm
numbers up to 15.
Music Blog and choose a piece of music to
Put yourself to the test
listen to that you like as you colour.
by seeing if you can
beat your time!
10 Hopping Fun
Easter Egg Hunt
Facts about Rabbits!
Organise your own
As we associate
Easter Egg Hunt for
rabbits with the coming
inside and out in
festival of Easter, how
your garden. Your
about amazing your
eggs can be paper
family with these facts
instead of chocolate.
about these amazing
BBC Good Food
small mammals…
have created some fabulous clues for you to
use. Please see below…

